
Gen Z:
Fashion Luxury on Pinterest
More confident, more ambitious, more interested in fashion, 
with more commercial intent than Gen Zers not on Pinterest.



Gen Z on Pinterest are more 
passionate about fashion 

Reach Gen Z’s better half 
These Gen-zers are more valuable to your business...

Gen Z on Pinterest are more 
confident, creative, ambitious, 
and more likely to purchase

50% of Gen Z is on Pinterest, 
reach them at scale



Gen Z is at a transitional life 
stage and Pinterest helps 
them envision and manifest 
their future self



1 in 2
US Gen Zers come to Pinterest each month to discover 

inspirations to cultivate individual growth.1

Source: 1. Comscore, Plan Metrix, US Nov 2020

But they are not just any 50%. 
They are the Gen Zers that are the Gen ‘DOers’.  

They take active control of their journey, seeking knowledge, 
setting new expectations and striving for more.



Gen Z Pinners are more…
Compared to Gen Zers not on Pinterest

5

+15%
Open-minded

+31%
Ambitious

+32%
Creative

Source:. Global Web Index, US Q2-Q3 2020
Question: Attitudes: Which of the following do you feel describes you?

+29%

Confident

+60%
Fashion-Conscious



Gen Z: dreaming of 
and defining their look 

Gen Z shoppers are all about self 
expression and their identity. They are on 

the hunt to find what authentically 
represents them. Fashion provides them 

with an outlet that allows them to embrace 
their individuality.
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[Inspired with Intent]

1.7x
Gen Z Pinners are 1.7x more likely than 
Gen Z non-Pinners to have purchased 

Luxury clothing online in the past month1

[Engagement] 

2 in 3
Gen Z Pinners searched or saved Luxury 

fashion
content on Pinterest in 20203

[Brand loyalty]

53%
53% of Gen Z Pinners say they are loyal to 

brands they like2

Source: 1,2. Global Web Index, US Q2-Q3 2020
Question 1: Which of these items did you purchase online? 
Question 2: Which of the following do you feel describes you?
Source: 3 Pinterest Internal US data, January  - December 2020

Gen Z Pinners are 
more passionate 

about Luxury 
fashion






